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A previously unreported stock ledger book of the kirtland
safety society was recently discovered among the papers in
the mormon collection of the chicago historical society the
ledger which contains an alphabetical index of names and
287 account pages is unquestionably authentic and carries
the accounts of 205 members of the church at kirtland including most of the church s leaders the handwriting in
the ledger has been identified by dean jessee senior historical
associate in the church historical department as that of
warren parrish a leading ecclesiastical and bank figure of
the time each account occupies two open pages or in some
cases two accounts share two pages the verso left page
denotes debits and the recto right page lists credits also
labeled contra
each page has two columns of figures
the first column on the verso debit side lists the number of
stock shares for each individual and the second column lists
the total face value of those shares at 5000
50.00 per share any
5000
loans taken out are also listed in the second column the
first column on the recto credit page lists the date of the
entry and the second column gives the amount paid into the
bank being specie notes values of mortgages or whatever
the first account entry is sidney rigdon s and shows that
he paid 1200
12.00 on 18 october 1836 for 2000 shares of stock
1200
mr sampson is an economics graduate and a masters candidate in history
at brigham young university he currently teaches history at cody high
school in cody wyoming
dr wimmer iss chairman of the department of economics at brigham young
university and will be on leave the 197273
1972 73 school year teaching and doing
research in taiwan
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with another 1000 shares added and an additional 81800
818.00
81800
in payments made by 16 november he joseph smith edmund bosley and john johnson were the largest stockholders
each owning 3000 shares
ten other people held 2000
shares and some sixteen 1000 shares these constituted a
total of thirty different people holding 48000 of the 69636
shares subscribed eight of these thirty were members of the
smith family who until 8 june 1837 collectively held about
a sixth of the stock A note on the prophet joseph s account
shows that on 8 june 1837 he transferred his holdings to
0 granger and J carter as did nine other stockholders
five more transferred their stock to granger and carter on
10 june one on 13 june one on 14 june five on 15 june four
on 17 june one on 19 june and two on 20 june by the close
of business on 20 june 1837 oliver granger and jared carter
held more than 20000 shares of stock
an analysis of the ledger shows the 50 per share face
1

june 1837 might be a good terminal date to work from in determining
the prophet josephs disassociation with the bank since in his history he said
some time previous to this 7 july 18371
18571
1837
1857 1I resigned my office in the kirt8

land safety society disposed of my interest therein and withdrew from the
institution being fully aware after so long an experiment that no institution
of the kind established upon just and righteous principles for a blessing
not only to the church but the whole nation would be suffered to continue
its operations in such an age of darkness speculation and wickedness almost
all banks throughout the country one after the other have suspended specie
payment and gold and silver have risen in value in direct ratio with the depreciation of paper currency
joseph smith history of the church of jesus
christ of latter day saints ed B H roberts 7 vols salt lake city deseret
news 19651
1965
2497 hereafter designated H caCc1
this date might also indicate the date oliver granger became the prophet
joseph s business agent with the special assignment to clear up his kirtland
business affairs
As 1I was driven away from kirtland without the privilege
of settling my business I1 had previous to this employed colonel oliver
granger as my agent to close all my affairs in the east and as 1I have been accused of
running away cheating my creditors etc I1 will insert one of
the many cards and letters 1I have received from gentlemen who have had the
best opportunity of knowing my business transactions and whose testimony
comes unsolicited
A

card
PAINSVILLE
gainsville
painsville

october

19

1838

we

under signed being personal acquaintances of oliver
undersigner
the undersigned
granger firmly believe that the course which he has pursued in
settling the claims accounts etc against the former citizens of
kirtland township has done much credit to himself and all others
that committed to him the care of adjusting their business with this
community which also furnishes evidence that there was no intention on their part of defrauding their creditors

signed
H C

19641
1964

316465.
3164 65
516465
316465
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value of the stock to have been highly inflated actually a
fairly consistent 261
2614 cents was paid for each share of the
stock or 26250
262.50 per thousand shares A few subscribers such
26250
as joseph smith jr paid in more than that amount a few
others paid less with some subscribers paying half that figure
A few took out loans or made payments periodically it
is possible that the 261
2614 cents per share was meant to be but
a first installment with further installments to be paid later
since several accounts have notations of payments for first
installments
whether the stock credited in the ledger was actually
distributed is doubtful because no specimen of such stock
has come to light and no diaries report such whether the
subscribers received bank notes in return for their subscriptions is also not known this may have been the method
by which the notes were placed in circulation though the
ledger does not tell us explicitly what the relationship was
between bank payments and kirtland bank notes it does
however indicate that there was some relationship as the
notes that
thut wells
lorenzo wells account pages 2930
29 30
refused to sign transfer paid back kirtland money
6
the ledger account shows that he had purchased 20 shares
of stock for 525
5.25 on 26 october 1836 just how much kirt525
land money was in circulation is still unknown
although some writers have alleged that the bank had
collapsed by february 1837 the ledger shows them to be in
error it contains many entries made in april may and june
of 1837 and the last entry carries a 2 july 1837 date
the ledger records that the highest price paid for stock
was 12012
1.2012
2614 cents
12012 per share more than four times the 261
on 12 june 1837 joseph fielding paid 2500
25.00
2500 for 20 shares
021
of stock A few others paid 521
2614 cents
5212 cents double 261
this would indicate that these were individuals who paid
in additional installments however more than ninety five
percent of the subscribers were given credit for paying only
2614 cents per share thus when contemporary observers
reported that the value of the stock fell to 1212 cents this
would appear to be only about a 50 percent drop in real value
from 261
p share the subscription price paid by the over2614 per
wh
elming majority of owners rather than the striking drop
whelming
from 50 per share
Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 1972
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it

seems likely that bank officials used projected real
estate values as a basis for establishing the 50 per share
face value the high face values of shares owned could possibly
be the reason for the complaints in some letters and journals
that the saints were given to worldliness and to thinking
that they were now wealthy one might excuse them for
thinking so for with 525
5.25 they could purchase twenty shares
525
of stock with a bank credited face value of 1000 the
failure to realize such inflated values might explain the widespread discontent and apostasy after the bank s failure
analysis of the stock ledger reveals much about individuals who later apostatized it shows that john boynton withdrew his wife s eliphalet account in july and he must have
been sorely disappointed that those 200 shares were worth
so little 2 luke johnson and leonard rich did not come close
261 cents per share
to paying for their shares of stock even at 2614
11.16
5550
illg
johnson paid ilig
1116 on 12 december 1836 and either 3550
35.50
3550
2550
25.50 or 1550
15.50 on 5 january 1837 for 2000 shares of
2550
1550
stock although the second entry has been written over so
46.66
that reading the exact numbers is difficult the total of 4666
4666
is very clear and would make the 3550
5550
35.50
3550 payment necessary
but the clearest number is 1550
50.00
15.50
5000 for 1000
1550 rich paid 5000
shares of stock on 12 december 1836 there are no other
notations on the account pages for these two men could it
be that their apostasy was a way of avoiding responsibility
for the remainder of their obligation another eye witness
to events and a later apostate was cyrus smalling whose
name is completely missing from the ledger
although the presence of the kirtland safety society ledger book is a boon to scholarship in that matter it does not
tell us why the bank failed we must look to other sources
for that answer As the reader can note in professor partridge s study in this issue of BYU studies the failure of
the bank was not a unique nor even an unusual event in ohio
in the bank crisis of 1837 but we must try to find whether
there are attributable reasons for its failure in addition to
the general bank failures of that summer
suin mer
george A smith a contemporary of those times and
later an apostle in the church had this to say
see
ee H C 2509
10 where john F boynton is noted as linking his falling
250910
away from the church with the banks failure
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/byusq/vol12/iss4/7
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warren parrish was the teller of the bank and a number of
other men who apostatized were officers they took out of

its vault unknown to the president or cashier sidney rigdon and joseph smith a hundred thousand dollars and
sent their agents around among the brethren to purchase
their farms wagons cattle horses and every thing they
could get hold of the brethren would gather up this
money and put it into the bank and those traitors would
steal it and send it out to buy again and they continued
to do so until the plot was discovered and payment stopped 3

brigham young was said to have discovered irregularities
when he placed some bank notes with his mark on them in
the bank and much to his surprise a few days later he found
them in circulation 4 perhaps he did not realize that all banks
operate on fractional reserves and any notes paid into a bank
are subject to being paid out to a borrower or creditor of the
bank during the later division of the church in kirtland
benjamin johnson said that the apostate faction had the
greater amount of wealth
warren parrish the secretary of the kirtland safety society
later became a prominent leader of the faction that opposed
joseph smith parrish was a teller of the bank under smith
and after joseph smith resigned from the bank in july 1837
parrish and frederick G williams took over its management
parrish was also signatory to the 2 january articles of organization yet his name is missing from the ledger 5 this is
surprising especially when most of the prominent names
tories to the articles and several of
are there including signa
signatories
those who later apostatized joseph smith accused parrish
of taking 25000 an editorial in the new church magazine
elders journal august 1838 said

he warren parrish had the handling of

large sums
of money and it was soon discovered that after the money
was counted and laid away and come to be used and counted again that there was always a part of it missing this
being the case repeatedly and those who owned it know

george A smith journal of discourses 26 vols london latter day
saint s book depot 185586
1855 86
1111
andrew jenson historical record salt lake city andrew jenson
1888
5433
parrisis
Parris hs name appears this is in a
there is only one place where parrishs
notation on page 51 in an entry for john P green 21 october and it reads
cash had of W parrish
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/byusq/vol12/iss4/7
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ing that there was no other person but parrish who had
access to it suspicion of necessity fixed itself on him c

lucy smith the prophet s mother said that joseph smith
suspecting parrish demanded a search warrant to attempt
to find the missing money 7 B H roberts compiler of A
comprehensive history of the church suggests that the above
took place before june of 1837 which was before smith withdrew from the bank 8 the elders journal further says that

after this affair parrish began to discover that there was
great iniquity in the church particularly in the editor of
this paper ie joseph smithl
smith 9

benjamin johnson and george A smith also accused
parrish of irregularities benjamin winchester wrote that
parrish may have printed up 25000 or more in notes at
a critical time when the bank should have been curtailing
its issue
and that then the circulated notes came pouring
in like a flood 10 andrew jenson writes
but the dishonest took advantage of every opportunity
they could to swindle it was on this account that joseph
withdrew

warren parrish was the principal in the business he

had his partners and they did not stop until they had taken
out all the money there was in the bank and also signed
and issued all the notes they could 11

warren parrish may have been dishonest and instrumental in bringing about the failure of the bank according
to the stock ledger only a little more than 20000 was actually paid in in some form to the bank if someone before june of 1837 had embezzled that much money it would
have been disastrous according to heber C kimball parrish later admitted to taking 20000 12 having been joseph
B H roberts A comprehensive history of the church of jesus christ
of latter day saints 6 vols
salt lake city deseret news press 1930
hereafter designated C H C
1408
lucy smith history of joseph smith salt lake city bookcraft 1958
240 41
pp
ap 24041

CH

C H C
ac
1c
C H C

1409
1409
109

leonard J arrington great basin kingdom cambridge mass harvard university press 1958
p 427 n 43
jenson 543334
5433 34
orson F whitney life of heber C kimball salt lake city stevens
and wallis 1945
p 100
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pages 2012
201 2 of the kirtland safety society stock ledger book showing the
accounts of artemus millet the architect of the kirtland temple and truman 0 angel the architect of the salt lake temple
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smith s personal scribe and close
dose associate a signer of the
original articles of the kirtland safety society and a teller
a secretary and a cashier of the kirtland bank parrish cer
fainly was in a position to manipulate bank funds and it
tainly
is strange that parrish should have been a bank officer without owning any stock newel K whitney in a letter to his
brother four years later said
the bank book is in the
parrish scratched out his name
hands of warren parrish
and wrote others over them 13
there are a few irregularities in the ledger but they do
not suggest dishonesty on the part of parrish or anyone else
on page 223 between the consecutive pages of entries there
is a blank entry with no name at the top this is the only
blank page in the entire ledger could the name have been
erased on the bottom of page 121 there is a definite erasure
perhaps the name of kellogg
As is too often the case new evidence while solving some
old problems almost invariably introduces new ones we now
see that the existence of the ledger disproves the allegations
of fraud or dishonesty on the part of the church leaders in
kirtland who had allegedly destroyed the ledger to hide the
evidence of their evil however its existence does not tell
all about the society and its failure but its discovery now
makes it available to scholars
p

1

newel K whitney to brother samuel
whitney collection BYU library
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